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Tain't Right
Though the king's English may no longer be-
long to the king, we see no reason why Welles-
ley's daughters should bend their every effort
towards making this phrase an anachronism any
sooner than necessary. For slovenly speech, the
number one dragon of the Speech Department,
is gaining an ever-tightening grip on the Wel-
lesley campus.
Perhaps there has been too much emphasis
on the theme of: "It's not what you say, but the
way that you say it." For us, at least, the most
throaty of tones and cultured of inflections will
never cover the multitude of sins contained in
one simple undergraduate sentence such as,
"Come to the Vil with Ruth and I." "It isn't
hardly," "She told she and I," "these kind," are
samples of the monstrosities that run through
our nightmares in capital red type, filling our
nights with a horrid blend of cold horror and
hot chagrin.
Cultivated speech is the mark of the educated
person. It is probably, because of the very na-
ture of speech and its constant usage, the most
obvious of such marks. No college graduate
should consider himself a successful product of
a college education unless his everyday speech
shows a natural regard for some of the more
sacred principles of English grammar. Nothing
elaborate in the way of syntax, nothing colossal
in the way of construction, do we ask. Ours is
merely a wistful desire to see the English lan-
guage in the mouth of the Wellesley student, if
not a model of perfection, at least not the un-
happy victim of carelessness and ignorance.
Theoretically, the high school graduate, from
home training and from school work, should
have automatic control of grammar. That there
have been frequent slips somewhere in the proc-
ess, however, may be proven by any listening
ear. We feel very strongly that if Wellesley is
to be an institution of real culture, both faculty
and students must give their serious attention
to this problem. Democracy and the common
touch are fine things; the Colonel's lady and
Judy O'Grady are, we are told, sisters under
the skin
;
but distinctive speech is the stamp of
a distinctive person, and that's what a college
graduate ought to be.
Refuge for Culture
In the midst of the prejudices and hatreds
which are seething through the world today,
the Pope's reception of refugee Jewish scholars
into the Vatican so that they may continue their
work unmolested is indeed cheering news. We
have often heard that the pursuit of truth knows
no boundaries of class or race; unfortunately
this principle has now been abolished in the
European totalitarian states, where truth itself
has become something to be regulated according
to the ideas of the dictators.
We in America are especially aware of the
fact that culture and learning are not the sole
property of a particular race or nationality.
We know that our own civilization is the result
of the blending of many, each national group
contributing a distinct part which we should be
loath to give up. It is we, therefore, who should
appreciate especially the great loss which the
world would suffer from the suppression of any
part of its varied cultural life. A challeng-
ing spirit of active inquiry is the essence of in-
tellectual developments; to attempt to abolish
that spirit, substituting the regimentaion of
ideas, would result in a fatal stagnation.
The Pope's action is more than a gesture of
disapproval toward the racial policy of the dic-
tators. That the leader of one great religion
offers encouragement and hospitality to the
scholars of another is an acknowledgment of
the spiritual unity and interdependence of all
men. True scholarship is born of that unity,
and is enriched by the outward contrasts of
minds and ideas. No one culture can stand
alone; least of all can one or a few men decide
what course that culture shall take. Only by
the free expression and exchange of ideas can
we ultimately arrive at any conception of truth.
Student Voters
In Wellesley, as well as in hundreds of col-
leges throughout the country, a large number of
students of voting age are virtually disfran-
chised by reason of awkward laws concerning
absentee voting. It was found in a survey of
absentee voting laws made by the Westminster
College Institute of Public Affairs that there
was great variation within the states on the sub-
ject. Of the 42 states which allow some sort of
absentee voting, all require notarization of the
application. Seventeen of the states insist that
the absence be proved unavoidable before they
will permit absent residents to vote by mail.
Missouri and Oklahoma permit absentee voting
only within state boundaries, while Rhode Is-
land and Virginia legalize it only if the voter
is beyond the state boundary.
Massachusetts students in various parts of
the world are to a great extent among the more
fortunate, since the state absentee laws provide
for all residents, except for the ones in penal in-
stitutions. They may send their ballots by mail
for any election provided that they are willing
to cut through the vast amount of red tape in-
volved in this undertaking.
Yet many students from other states where
laws are not so carefully constituted find them-
selves unable to vote, when they wish to
do so. This situation, involving about 100,000
students, should be of particular significance in
1940, the year for another presidential election.
Although living for approximately nine months
of the year in the institution of study, this
group of 100,000 is not entitled to vote at the
place of study. Yet by very reason of their
long dwelling in that place, they are better
equipped, in many cases, to vote intelligently
there than elsewhere. Instead they must either
go through the awkward and discouraging mech-
anism of absentee voting, or refrain altogether
from participation in elections. Surely the mat-
ter is one worthy of consideration by college
students, whether of voting age, or merely ap-
proaching it, since it is a problem which will
ultimately touch most.
Geography 1940
By E. G. 'hi
Long, long ago we learned of
Lwow,
Lake, Ludoga, Scapa Flow.
Helsingfors we almost missed,
But Hitler put it on the list.
Helsinki was an easy one.
(Where Finland met the Nazi
gun.)
Our class in grim geography
Works this semester steadily.
We've mastered Namsos, studied
Mo,
But Narvik sends us into woe.
Andalsnes, the Bulgar line,
Make us study overtime.
Tomorrow's lesson looms ahead;
We wait for it in weary dread.
What new course will be begun
In this school's 1941?
Seek the answer in the stars .
. .
(Look, how very red is Mars!)
Free Press
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for statements
in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 11 a. m.
on Monday. Owing to space limi-
tations, letters should be limited to
300 words.
Split Infinitives
To the Editor of the Wellesley
College News:
You realize, of course, that be-
sides the kudos pertaining to your
lofty position it entails serious re-
sponsibilities; maintaining the mo-
rale of the student body, and up-
holding the old traditions.
Of the latter, none is more sa-
cred than the splitting of the in-
finitive. In all of my associations
with Wellesley graduates, and as
the husband of one, I have seen no
custom more religiously observed
than to whenever possible split
one. To always strive and to ever
aim for perfection seems to con-
stantly be their object. To hon-
estly tell the truth, their success
is phenomenal. Seldom, after four
years of Spartan training, can one
be found who, to simply make a
statement, neglects an opportun-
ity to widely as possible separate
the verb and its preposition.
To stoutly uphold and to per-
sistently try to successfully per-
petuate this custom is your respon-
sibility. Do not shirk it! Let the
editorial columns blossom forth!
Also something should be done
about that motto, "Non ministrari,
sed ministrare." That can be trans-
lated into the colloquial idiom, with
the infinitives appropriately sun-
dered. "Not to lazily get fed, but
to eagerly dish out the soup"—or
something of the sort.
That is all that I can do for




To the Wellesley College Neius:
It is a generally accepted fact
that the class of '43 made an ex-
cellent showing on May Day. One
reason seems to be the great num-
ber of white dresses and skirts top-
ped by yellow sweaters of the
same, or very nearly the same,
shade. As a member of a class
which has a color not commonly
worn, I for one have the problem
not only of matching my class col-
or exactly but also of getting some-
thing purple to wear at all. Be-
cause of the variety of shades of
blue, '41 also has the same prob-
lem of matching.
As sub-freshmen, we raid the
college shops in search of sweat-
ers and skirts for "campus wear."
In the light of this fact, it seems
to me that, if we so desired, one
of these sweaters could be bought
through the college in a manner
similar to the purchase of our gym
outfits. Naturally, this need not
be made obligatory, but I really
do feel that a great many present
and future members of the student
body would consider such an inno-
vation a convenience and would
take advantage of it. This would
not only eliminate the problem of
(Continued on page 8, col. 1)
Caps and Frowns
Promise!
"One keg of beer" is the reward
offered by The Daily Princetonian
to the winner of their proposed
crew races between Princeton '41
and Wellesley '41! The represen-
tative of the Princeton college pa-
per made the suggestion in a per-
sonal note to a member of the Jun-
ior class here. He asked her to
"arrange to send a Wellesley crew
to Princeton over housepartiea
week-end to row in an informal
race against a picked crew."
The letter was written in an
amazingly practical tenor. The
correspondent briefly outlined the
rules for the race. The girls
would try their mettle over a
course of a mile and a half;
Princeton would supply their vis-
itors with a shell or wherry. Last
but not least, the gentlemen would
expect to carry the keg of beer
in their boat, hoping by the addi-
tional weight to handicap their
crew and to make "the half-mile
derby a close contest."
Ed. Note: If any athletes are
interested in competing for the
prize, they may apply to the Neivs
for further information.
Disturbers of Peace?
We wonder whether there is
room for a Free Press on the dis-
turbance of the Massachusetts
peace by the hoop-rolling Seniors.
According to the Brown Daily Her-
ald the "surrounding territory re-
sounded with the shrieks of Wel-
lesley Seniors practising" and "the
campus was literally filled with
howling girls."
Parking Trouble
Out at Minnesota University
they're suffering from a parking
purge instituted by the police who
have resurrected an ancient law
prohibiting more than one hour
parking. Now students are treat-
ed to the sight of professors with
coat-tails flying rushing from
classes to avoid the tags of the
minions of the law.
Brrrr!
There's nothing like a swollen
ego to give you pneumonia—espe-
cially if you, like the staff of the
Bowdoin Orient, offer to swim the
frigid waters of the Anascoggin
next Christmas if anyone finds a
newspaper or a small New Eng-
land College which can put theirs
to shame.
Goldfish
Those of us who have been un-
der the eye of the window paint-
ers during the past week, who have
stared from our desks at the men
clambering around outside, sympa-
thize with the Wbeaton girl who
cut morning classes "because there
was a man outside putting on
screens."
Statistics
Somebody out at Kansas State
Teachers' College with nothing bet-
ter to do has figured out that the
average co-ed consumes twenty
feet of chewing gum, drinks a hun-
dred and nineteen quarts of coke,
and zips a thousand zippers all in
one year.
Half the Story
In the light of the recent drama
at Billings, a conundrum, gleaned
from the paper of a neighboring
institution of learning, seems
a propos. Why is a skunk egotis-
tical?" it asks. The answer runs,
"Because he is self-scented."
Footnotes and Foibles
Wheaton librarians are still
smiling over one of the inimitable
freshmen who did her best to re-
serve a history book by Ibid.
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THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
3j^ERRY'S golf instructor was
-^P telling Perry about the prop-
er way to handle a club.
"You know, of course," said he,
"it's better to swing slowly and
have the situation well under con-
trol than to swing fast and loose."
* * *
One of Perry's Senior friends
told her little sister how much she
had enjoyed the marching song
they sang on May Day.
"It's really a beautiful song,"
she concluded. "Your class is to be
congratulated."
There was an awkward silence
after the Sophomore said gently:
"We sang your class's marching
song, you know."
* * *
CVERY Bible class contains a
lesson, Perry decided, when
his professor recently quoted a
prayer offered by a little girl:
"Dear God, please make all the
bad people good, and all the good
people nice."
Every once in a while Perry is
reminded how little students really
think about what they are saying.
Several weeks ago he heard a
Psychology student answer a pro-
fessor's question thus:
"When you look out of the win-
dow and fixate on infinity, you are
usually in a state of reverie . .
."
"You mean," the professor in-
terrupted drily, "that you look out
of the window and don't fixate!"
3]^EALLY, Perry wouldn't haveA\ believed it, but he overheard
one Freshman remark, "I'm writ-
ing a paper on Karl Marx," and
another ask, "Which one of the
Marx brothers is that?"
* • *
The Seniors in Perry's house
quaked when their house mother
sternly demanded the attention of
all those possessing cars, and then
warned them to be careful about
parking rules because she had just
found a tag on her own car.
* • *
3j^ECENTLY Perry watched a
•^^ Sophomore run gaily up to
her roomate saying, "I just found
out that my grades place me in
the second octal."
Her roommate replied, "But how
many octals are there?"
* * *
^QES, Perry had his doubts
(~f about the effects of higher
education on women when he heard
a classmate describe soil-conserv-
ing crops as "those that keep the
wind from blowing."
* * *
Perry overheard two Seniors
talking seriously in front of the
College Chapel. One said, "No, I
wouldn't want to get married in the
chapel in the summer. It costs ten




Present Effects of War
Miss Louise Overacker, of the
Department of Political Science,
analyzed "The Effects of War on
a Democracy" at 4:40 p.m. May
1, in Pendleton Hall. This was the
final lecture in the series devoted
to the background of the European
war sponsored by the Department
of Political Science and Forum.
"War may seriously endanger
those rights of the minorities
which are possible during peace,"
said Miss Overacker. She explain-
ed that during the last World War
free discussion was allowed in
England and France, although the
public was denied much informa-
tion. Much propaganda was is-
sued. In the United States, elec-
tions were held as usual, but labor
and capital alike were subjected to
government supervision.
Miss Overacker said that
through enforcement of the Es-
pionage Act of 1917 and the
Sedition Act of 1918, the United
States was much harder on those
who spoke against war than Eng-
land and France. As an aftermath
of the war in this country, the
teaching of German was dropped
in many public schools. In ad-
dition, disturbances caused by red-
baiting, the Sacco-Vanzetti trial,
and the Ku Klux Klan took place.
However, as a favorable result
of war legislation, the 19th amend-
ment was passed, giving women
the privilege of voting. In Eng-
land, extension of unemployment
insurance to all industries, an edu-




The Department of Speech an-
nounces a program of dramatic in-
terpretation of scenes from mod-
ern drama, to be given by Speech
201 Tuesday, May 14, at 4:40 p. m.
in Room 444 Green Hall. Those
participating are Elizabeth Dar-
lington '40, who will do a scene
from Maxwell Anderson's Eliza-
beth the Queen; Virginia Dolan
'40 in S. N. Behrman's No Time
for Comedy; Bernice Block '40,
Back to Methuselah, by Bernard
Shaw; Margaret Westheimer '41,
A Man's House, by John Drink-
water; Priscilla Blackett '42, in
Mary of Scotlaiid, by Maxwell An-
derson; Helen Nerney '40, Hob-
son's Choice, by Harold Brighouse;
Betty Birdsall '42, Will Shakes-




The Writing of Poetry
"I have always been eager to
have poetry held as strictly to ac-
count as science, or philosophy, or
anything else that is solid and
sound," said Robert Frost, at the
Poet's Reading in Alumnae Hall,
May 6, at 4:40 p. m.
Disagreeing with those who ex-
cuse all that poetry does in the
name of poetic license, which he
feels often becomes "poetic licen-
tiousness," Mr. Frost believes that
poetry must be at least as good as
the equivalent prose. From this
point of view, he criticized the
lines of several writers, including
Rudyard Kipling and Ralph Waldo
Emerson.
"In the general estimate, the
poet is a man of feeling who opens
his heart and slops over," lamented
Mr. Frost. He believes that every-
one should ask that poetry tell
what it is trying to mean and that
it tell it well.
Admitting that he can be "taken
along" by grace and charm, Mr.
Frost declared that poetry should
be held to account all the way, but
that most of us are so human that
we let it go when considering the
wisdom of the poet.
From his own writing, Mr.
Frost, who insists that he has
never written a poem for or
against anything, and who is
amused by attempts to find hidden
meanings in his work, read a "love
poem but a smug poem," Drumlin,
as well as Woodchuck, Provide,
Provide, and Paul's Wife.
To the audience's demands for
popular favorites, Mr. Frost con-
fessed, "We modern poets owe our
existence to the anthologists." He
consented, however, to read The
Mending Wall, Stopping by Woods
on a Snowy Evening, The Run-
away, and Birches.
JUNIORS!





31 CENTRAL ST. WEL. 3474
YALE UNIVERSITY
School of Nursing
A Profession for the
College Woman
An intensive ond bosic experience
in the various branches of nurs-
ing is offered during the thirty-
two months' course which leads
to the degree of
MASTER OF NURSING
A Bachelor's degree in arts,
science or philosophy from a col-
lege of approved standing Is re-
quired for admission.
For Catalogue and Information
address
THE DEAN
Yale School of Nursing
New Haven, Connecticut
Linen Sandals
THEY HAVE THAT CERTAIN
SOMETHING
IN FINE WHITE LINEN
OR TINTED TO MATCH
$3.95





Asserting that historical study
can influence decisions of the pres-
ent age, Dr. Hajo Holborn, Profes-
sor of History at Yale University,
spoke on "Modern Historic
Thought" at the third and last
dinner given by the History De-
partment, Thursday, May 2, in the
small dining room of Tower Court.
Dr. Holborn stated that, since
an important purpose of history
is to reveal the human mind of the
past, histoTy cannot be approached
by the same methods as are used
in scientific studies. He affirmed
that though, in his opinion, history
does not repeat itself, analogies
frequently do occur. It is from in-
telligent study of these analogies
that Dr. Holborn believes we can




Wellesley College will be on the
air next Saturday morning, May
11, from 8:00 to 9:00 o'clock over
station WBZ in a program spon-
sored by Jordan Marsh Company.
The program will present varying
aspects of college life as seen by
both students and faculty. The
growth of Wellesley since the Col-
lege Hall fire will be emphasized
by a running comment.
Miss Elizabeth Manwaring, Pro-
fessor of English Composition, will
discuss the relationship between
extra-curricular activities and the
curriculum as it is illustrated by
the Poet's Readings. Marjorie
Noppel '40 is to describe the func-
tion of college government, while
Harriet Lungaard '40 will tell
CALLING ALL
The Barbizon offers gracious living
seasoned with gaiety... stimulating in-
terests and inspiring friendships with
other young women who are distin-
guishing themselves in a variety of
careers.The Barbizon is "college head-
quarters." College Clubs, Swimming
Pool, Gymnasium, Squash Court, Sun
Deck, Terraces, Lounges, Library,
Daily Recitals, Radio" in every room.
Tariff: From *12 Per Week — »2.50 Per Day
Write for New Booklot"C"
m roans mmi aciutm tuioact nu toom vohfj





and Selected ITALIAN FOOD
465 Washington St., Wellesley
Tel. 1759
Orders Put Up to Take Out
French Movies to Show
Rural and City Scenes
The French Department will
sponsor moving pictures showing
certain regions of France Monday,
May 13, at 7:00 p. m. in Pendleton
Hall. They will feature scenes
of I'Auvergne, le Velay, le Rouer-
gue, Chartres, and Neiges de
France. As the films are especial-
ly intended for students taking
French 101, 102, 103, 104, 201,
and 304, free tickets have already
been distributed to them. A few
tickets may still be obtained, how-
ever, by applying to the Depart-
ment of French.
about the Wellesley plan for self-
help students. Shirley Heidenberg
'40 will speak on Forum, and Mrs.
J. L. R. De Morini will talk as
Head of Tower Court, Wellesley's
largest dormitory. A message from
President Mildred H. McAfee will
be read over the air. Catherine
Atwood, Wellesley '18, will de-
scribe the occupation of Wellesley
graduates.
Katherine Buchanan '40 is to
discuss the Wellesley Verse Speak-
ing Choir, following which eight
members of the Choir will present
The Clock and the Calendar by
Miriam Marcus '42 and Naomi




Defining his theory of education
as one based upon a general philo-
sophical position of humanistic
naturalism, John Dewey, Professor
Emeritus of Columbia University,
selected certain of its aspects most
closely connected with education in
his lecture Wednesday, May 8, in
Alumnae Hall, "Man and the Sci-
ences." The lecture was sponsored
by the Departments of Education
and Philosophy, together with the
College Lecture Committee.
To make his position more clear,
since he himself was not a sci-
entist, Professor Dewey gave sev-
eral quotations to illustrate
Charles Peirce's position, since
Peirce was both scientist and phil-
osopher. This position contains
three elements. The first of these
presents science as the present liv-
ing act of search, to which knowl-
edge in the sense of previous in-
formation is a subordinate tool.
This position identifies science with
what human beings actively do.
The second and third elements
state the necessity of imagination
in science, and point out its coop-
erative or "social" quality.
The use of the word "learning"
in educational practice demon-
strates the domination of an op-
posing point of view which places
as primary the emphasis upon past
accomplishments, already known
by the teacher, and to be imparted
to the pupil. Such a "storage
view" of necessity minimizes the
role of human activity in science,
the role which gives science its
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IN WELLESLEY
The most striking new
fashion of the season!
SHAWLS
gala by DAY . . .
glamor by NIGHT!
Drape a shawl around your shoulders,
or over your head like a hood, or in
the daring new way—as an apron!
In sheer wool plaid for daytime . . .
and filmy white silk for evening. And
we have many others! $12.50.
Filcnc's, Wollosloy
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Guess I Can Make It.
The Finished Product




Look in the Gas Tank!
Nice to Have Seen You.
Photographs 1, 2, 3, 4, courtesy Harvard branch of Wellesley News
Harvard Leads As Escorts Flock To
Grace Wellesley's 1941 Junior Prom
Harvard Correspondent Comments
On Male Angle ofAnticipated Prom
From here and there and far
and near, they swarm over our
campus with their long con-
vertibles and smooth sports jack-
ets. They get lost on their way
to their rooms, and never seem to
pick us up just on time. They ad-
mire our new pool, but never fail
to mention the new one that Tech
is building. They know more than
we do when we take them to clas-
ses, and our textbook is invariably
more simple than theirs. They
want to look up the girl from their
home town who lives in the Vil,
and they blow their horn unabash-
ed at anyone from the Dean to a
campus glamour girl. They eat a
lot, and cheerfully let us pay the
bill. But we love them, anyway.
They're our Prom dates!
BEEBE: Marion Edie, William
Schroeder, Wesleyan; Caryl Had-
sell, James English, Harvard; Nan-
ine Cross, Roger Clapp, Harvard;
Willye White, Harry Slaght, Har-
vard Business; Joan Guthrie, Ste-
phen Andrus, Haverford; Helen
Gorrell, Nathaniel Sample III,
Dartmouth; Jean McConaughy,
Robert Trainer, Harvard Law;
Elisabeth Green, Alfred Chute,
Harvard; Eleanor Osgood, G. Wal-
lace Chozzman, Harvard; Barbara
Remy, Shablich Rothee, Harvard;
Betty Pen-in, Henry Doyle, Har-
vard; Charlotte Boynton, John
Cranshaw, Harvard Business;
Anita Edwards, Fred Sheldon, Buf-
falo; Jean Cocroft, J. M. Gillis,
M. I. T.; Jane Daily, Warner Cos-
grove, ..Harvard Law; Roberta
King, Donald McConaughy, Jr.,
Bowdoin; Ruth Ludlarn, John K.
Watson, N. Y. C.J Marjorie West,
E. S. Merrill, Jr., Harvard; Vir-
ginia Horn, Warren Bixby, Har-
vard Business.
CAZENOVE: Nancy Chisler,
George Williams, Penn. Law
School ; Sara Peace, Stuart Robbins,
Harvard; Selma Gottlieb, Lamie
Geder, Harvard Medical; Judith
Stowe, Rodney G. Paige, New
London, Conn.; Mary Atlee, Wil-
liam Brandt, Hamilton '39; Joan
Little, Marland Waters, Lafayette;
Edwina Hirsch, Hubert Nexon,
Brookline, Mass.; Janice Overfield,
J. Fabian Clark, Yale; Joyce Bon-
ner, Melvin Doty, Jr., South Bend,
Ind.; Elizabeth Burk, Tiffany M.
Jones, Princeton.
CLAFLIN: Joy Brickner, Arnold
Hite, Harvard; Barbara Clark,
Frederick S t i 1 1 m a n, Windsor,
Conn.; Clara Cohen, Fred Askonas,
Providence, R. I.; Helen Cooper,
Harry G. Aldbridge, Jr., Yale;
Ruth Flume, George Grindle, Har-
vard; Carol Frank, Allen Gold-
stein, Allston, Mass.; Dorothy Jean
Hendrickson, Robert H. Morse III,
Princeton; Olive Hodgson, Arthur
Slaymaker, Dedham, Mass.; Jean
Lamport, Oliver Cunningham, Har-
vard; Hilda Mills, William Miller,
Concord; Mary Martwick Moore,
John B. Wheeler III, Yale; Sharlee
Mysel, Karl Margolis, Harvard
Business; Helen Ross, Stanley M.
Friedman, Worcester, Mass.; Phyl-
lis Rowley, J. Christopher Finegan,
Harvard; Alice Stephens, John
Pinto, Columbia; Lois Stevens,
Richard C. Fisher, Harvard; Mar-
garet Wright, Everett Bauman,
Tufts Graduate School; Jean
Cromelin, Francis R. King, Har-
vard Business; Helen Garrity,
Thomas Haggerty, Providence Col-
lege; Lois Grenolds, Walter Abbott,
Harvard Business; Jane Rollings,
Robert Mathias, Yale; Priscilla
Lewis, Gordon Rauck, Harvard
Law; Betty Piccirilli, John Hanley,
Crestwood, N. Y.
DAVIS: Marjorie Dearnley,
Carl Helmstag, Jr., University
of Pennsylvania Law; Virginia
Chenoweth, Tom McNiesh, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin '38; Rosemary
Johnson, Lawrence Holfelder,
Dartmouth; Marian Stickney,
Floyd Thayer, Northeastern '38;
Sara Wyche, Charles Wilford, Jr.,
The Citadel '39; Alice Willard,
Francis Hagerty, M. I. T. '38;
Aimee Brunswig, Richard Harris,
Harvard; Janet Barkhom, George
Hoffman, Harvard Medical; Betty
McKenzie, Sam White, Harvard
Medical; Dorothy Sorrentino, Fred
Colagiovanni, Boston University
Law '38; Norma Gould, William
Stout, Buffalo, N. Y.; Margaret
Card, Dr. Wallace Gardner, Har-
vard Dental '39; Jean Chandler,
Elliott O'Reilly, Harvard Medical;
Nancy Strelinger, Thomas Cream-
er, M. I. T.; Elizabeth Bamford,
Sam Watkins, Yale '39; Mary
Marsh, Edward Patterson, Dart-
mouth; Margaret Blumer, Edward
Tolles, Princeton; Helen Meharg,
Philip De Long, University of
Pennsylvania; Mary Shaughnessy,
William Taylor, Hartford, Conn.;
Marion Judge, Charles Walker,
New Haven, Conn.; Anne Living-
stone, William Jordan, Harvard
Medical; Carolyn Curry, Donald
Elbel, Harvard.
MUNGER: Terry Ellis, James
Shipman, M. I. T.; Ruth A. An-
derson, George Lof, M. I. T. Grad.
School; Ann Sutherland, Thomas
P. Riley, Bowdoin '39; Marion
Chamberlain, Douglas Sherwood,
Old Greenwich, Conn.; Marjorie
Burns, Edwin Boyan, M. I. T.
Graduate School; Dorothy Wilson,
Roswell Derby, Williamstown;
Miriam Ziegler, George Kennison,
Wesleyan; Amy Hodel, Walt
Claassen, Harvard Business; Bar-
bara Olsen, Charles S. Godfrey,
M. I. T.; Mildred Boyden, Richard
Cleaves, Harvard; Marion Walker,
Edward Anderson, M. I. T.; Peggy
Walker, Krome George, M. I. T.;
Patricia Stone, Peter Thorpe,
Brown; Jane Gold, Robert Burman,
Yale; Katherine Snow, Jim Hall,
M. I. T. Grad. School; Elizabeth
Siverd, Manning Smith, M. I. T.
Grad. School; Ellen Booth, Pat
Hurley, M. I. T. Grad. School; Anne
Davison, Gil Ingersoll, M. I. T.
Graduate School; Joyce Mclntyre,
Joe Sweer, Yale; Anne Wunderle,
Fred Junker, Rutgers '37; Molly
Jewett, Townsend Rogers, Yale;
Shirley Andrews, Robert Davis,
Amherst; Harriet Mills, Graham
Hodges, Yale Divinity School;
Elizabeth Deems, John Thorpe,
Denver, Colo.; Janet Fisher, Inglis
Wetwore, Wesleyan; Virginia
Henke, John Voss, Harvard Di-
vinity School; Edith Roberts, Al-
The Ravin9
By Our Yale Correspondent
Once upon a midnight dreary
While I pondered weak and weary
Over many a curious creature
I had never seen before;
As I plodded, gently weaving,
Filled with pleasant thoughts of
leaving
I bumped into the Line Receiving,
Receiving by the only door.
Came the clarion call to battle
Trumpet's screech and cymbal's
battle
Challenge to the young and reck-
less
Iron men on the slippery floor.
Straightening up my straggling
neckpiece
Shaking out my roommate's pants'
crease
Giving up all hope of release
Lurched into the fray once more.
Off we went with gay abandon
Striving grimly not to land on
Yards of tulle and silver slippers,
Slippers that my partner wore-
Looking up with happy smile
The maiden who could once beguile
Asked me to the next year's trial
—
I swear I answered "Nevermore!"
bert Lee, Lehigh; Harriet David-
son, James Harold, Lehigh; Anne
Wheeler, Wesley Bevin, Bowdoin;
Betty McKenzie, John Carpenter,
Harvard; Mary Tiebout, Bert Mac-
Mannis, Dartmouth '39; Elizabeth
Ferguson, Parker Davidson, Le-
high; Cretyl Crumb, Nat Ridder,
Harvard; Elizabeth Tompkins, J.
Lelans Sosman, Harvard; Thora
Dow, Philip Robert Gazecki, Har-
vard; Ann Lincoln, Edward Line-
han, Harvard Law.
POMEROY: Jeanette Kelly,
George Schnack, Harvard Law;
By Our Harvard Correspondent
Wellesley's Junior Prom?
Well, if you have a Mercury '40,
or if you live over 600 miles away
and can make a romantic dash by
plane, you stand a chance of being
invited. But if you're just another
Harvard man, it takes love or the
threat of competition from Smith
to make her overlook it.
What we mean is, it's an able
week-end, and if you're asked,
Brother, you go! Of course, there
is the Prom itself to go through,
but start the party early, say 6:00
p. m., and you'll find you can take
it. Imagination helps. Take the
lad who pinned his track medals
to a red sash, and clicked his heels
as he went down the receiving
line. He could have danced with
the President—he claims.
Don't have any qualms about
sitting them out—she's either too
tall or too tired, and will be very
grateful to you in either case, and
your own date, whom you'll see
about three times during the eve-
ning, is off dancing with another
man.
Be nice to the Prom maids;
they'll be here after the Juniors
have grown up. Just bear in mind
that Saturday and Sunday—by
the sea or in the Big City—are
yours, free for nothing, with a
wonderful time to be had by all.
How did we get our invitation?
Oh, we just asked her what she
was doing May 101
Betty Van Horn, Alan Howland,
Amherst; Sallie White, Richard
Franklin, Melrose, Mass.; Betty
Graves, Jack Miller, University of
Indiana; Maralee Noyes, Thomas
L. Eliot, Harvard; Annette Jones,
(Continued on page 5, col. 1)
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The Early Bird Gets the Room.
O Thou Tupelo.
Program Dilemma.
Is She Expecting You?
With (out) the Wind and the Rain.
Ready for the Grand March.
Business Before Pleasure.
The Morning After.
The Big Day 1941 Brings Swank And Swing To JuniorProm Dates Will ComeFrom Ends of Nation
(Continued from page k, col. 5)
John Wily Garrett Tuthill, Prince-
ton; Cynthia Holbrook, Ross
Emery, Jr., Tufts; Susan Gatch,
Hamlin Smith, Harvard; Merle
Johnson, Robert Higgins, Harvard;
Ruth Dahl, Donald Strout, Keene,
N. H.; Helen Peterson, Raymond
Hoxsie, Boston, Mass.; Rose Han-
nah Cohen, Harold Ronald Harris,
New York City; Ada Epstein, Jos-
eph Goldzheim, Harvard; Doris
Schutte, Hughes Cole, Harvard;
Charlotte Rubens, Herbert Levin-
son, Brown; June Lawrence, Park-
er Halpern, Framingham; Evelyn
F. Hovey, William W. Browne,
Harvard Business; Marion Gerstl,
Theodore Golden, Tufts Medical.
SEVERANCE: Katherine Ken-
nedy, Marshall Zinsmaster, Har-
vard Business; Marion Birdsall,
George Paules, Schenectady, N. Y.;
Peggy Walbridge, Robert Aiken,
Harvard Medical; Hortense Allen,
Carl Goodwin, M. I. T.; Florence
O'Connor, Duncan Slinn, Cornell;
Doris Mosher, Arthur Kallop,
Princeton '39; Alice Guyton, Wil-
liam Larsen, Princeton; Virginia
Robinson, Benedict Duffy, Jr.,
Princeton; Marion Gibby, William
Smith, Harvard Business; Eliza-
beth Beckwith, Jacob Esser, Car-
negie Tech '39; Anne Blackmar,
David Cogswell, Harvard '39; Jean
Kuebler, Jack Byrne, Harvard
Medical; Jane Esser, Jack Person,
Rochester, N. Y.; Frances Con-
nelly, James Dowd, Harvard Law;
Phyllis Johnson, Charles Taggart,
Swarthmore '37; Suzanne Tillson,
Spencer Burnham, Yale; Anne
Lineberger, Jack Cross, Harvard
Business; Jeanne Everett, Alex
Brodtbeck, M. I. T.; Joy Everett,
Tom Logsdon, M. I. T.; Ruth Buck-
ley, A. C. Dorfe, Harvard Law;
Marie Haffenreffer, Harry Gibby,
Harvard '38; Jane Bleeker, T. C.
Haffenreffer, Jr., Birmingham Uni-
versity, England; Dorothy Proctor,
A. D. Walker, Jr., Harvard '39;
Sally Creedon, James O'Hare, Jr.,
Holy Cross; Janice Murchie, F. W.
Haffenreffer.
SHAFER: Christine Corey, John
Stadig, M. I. T.; Anne Cohen, John
Babbage, Columbia Law; Adele
Menand, Jerry Colpitts, Yale;
Marjorie McCullough, Jack Rauch,
In the interests of a perfect
Junior Prom, News suggests
the following schedule, abso-
lutely guaranteed to get each
Junior to Prom in time for the
Grand March—or later.
3:30 p.m.—Run water for bath.
3:40—Remove two sophomores
from tub, and proceed to take
bath.
3:50—Don't forget your elbows.
4:15—Pin up drooping curl be-
hind right ear-
4:30—Run down to vill for pair
of matching stockings without
runs.
5:15—Pin up drooping curl be-
hind left ear.
5:30—Apply nail polish, smudg-
ing left hand while working on
right.
6:00—Send prom maid out to
The Well for a coke and egg
salad sandwich to sustain you.
6:30—THE BIG MOMENT!
Jump gaily into prom dress.
Scream for three or more
prom maids to extract your
head from sleeve.
7:00—Open corsage, discovering
several dewy gardenias where
orchids should have been.
Smile.
7:15—The final checkup. Quick-
ly peruse the last three issues
of your favorite fashion mag-
azine, to make sure you hav-
en't missed anything.
8:00—The finished product. Sit
down and wait for date to ap-
pear. From here on it's every
girl for herself!
Harvard; Alice Noppel, James
Phillip, Yale; Ruth Diefenderfer,
Fred Appleton, Weleyan; Janet
Nifenecker, Victor Nichols, New
York; Josephine Bonomo, Frank
Laraja, New York University;
Janet Callahan, Ernest Zack, Har-
vard Law; Jean Haslam, Donald
Connell, Hamilton College; Pa-
tricia Fleming, David Crockett,
Boston; Denise Gair, Arthur Drap-
er, Harvard Medical; Kate Schaaf,
Gardner Stratton, Harvard Law;
Nancy Stevenson, Graham Wright,
Geneva, New York; Gloria Hine,
Millard Gamble, Wesleyan; Lor-
Prom For Twenty-Three-Year Old Classic
"This year the Junior Prom will
be held on Saturday night, Febru-
ary 10, from 6:30 to 11:00. There
will be trolleys waiting at the
Quad at 12:10 to take the young
gentlemen into Boston. If weath-
er permits, a sleigh ride will pre-
cede the dance." No, Juniors, this
is not your fate, but it was that
of the class of '8, the first class to
conceive the gay idea of a Junior
dance.
To a sweet Wellesley miss of
1918, however, the great event
would not be termed a Prom, but
a Hop. Moreover, spring would
not add its charm to the event, for
the first Junior Proms were held
in the middle of February, immedi-
ately following mid-semester
exams. Perhaps young ladies of
that era were of so hardy a con-
stitution, that exams added a bit
of flavor to the great event. The
first Prom was held at the Maugus
Club, where, according to the News
of that year, the use of decora-
tions from the Senior Promenade
simplified the amount of time and
labor spent in preparation.
May it be hoped that this year's
prom trotters do not meet the
fate of the class of '22, when the
traditional Prom storm caused
many late arrivals. The ancient
annals show, too, that several cus-
toms aren't so new at Wellesley
after all, for in this year "It may
be recorded that certain of the
Freshman maids adopted on occa-
sion the guests of their Junior sis-
ters, thereby overstepping their
place in a surprising manner." At
this time Mary Hemenway Hall was
decorated so skillfully with many
balloons, that one failed to recog-
By Dawn Ludington
nize the apparatus so familiar to
Wellesley eyes. It was indeed for-
tunate that they managed to cover
the gymnastic equipment, or many
a demure young maid might sud-
denly have discovered her athletic
Princeton man vaulting lightly
from pole to pole.
They evidently feared this tragic
mishap, for again the next year,
the gymnastic apparatus was suc-
cessfully concealed by evergreens
along the wall. In 1925 they must
have realized the full danger of
saw-horses and bars, for the scene
was changed to brand new Alum-
nae Hall. Not only that, but the
class dinner was inaugurated, and
the college made sure that the
young gentlemen were fed. In-
deed, with such a strenuous week-
end as the young ladies of 1925
planned, said young gentlemen
must have found great need of
hearty sustenance.
The week-end commenced on
Thursday with what the News
termed "gay luncheons." This was
followed by informal dancing at
the society houses, and dinner at
tea rooms or at the Inn. At this
time the weather proved auspicious
for a sleigh ride. On Saturday the
hardy and healthy Wellesley las-
sies conducted their guests through
an orgy of coasting, skiing, and
sleigh-riding, and other athletic
events, plus cards, which preceded
tea dancing. There was ice-skating
in Stone Hall Cove and a Barn
play, topped off by the Prom on
Saturday night. The Prom lasted
until twelve, and as a special con-
cession, the auditorium in Alumnae
Hall was open until nine for the
benefit of those who had not seen
it. Dressing rooms were provided
in Alumnae for the benefit of those
who wished to dress. Sunday, the
paper stated, was left to the dis-
cretion of the gentleman.
1926 brought the Barbary Coast
orchestra from Dartmouth. The
band must have been quite content,
for, as the account reads, they
were situated in the middle of the
hall, surrounded by potted plants.
The entertainment was provided
by sophomores. Two of them, in
vivid green costumes, showed the
latest steps of the Charleston. An-
other did a solo dance with scarves.
The girls in years gone by not
only fed their young men, but plied
them with trinkets on the occasion.
In 1927 they gave pigskin bill
or letter cases with gold corn-
ers, tan lining, and a Wellesley
seal. 1928 marks the date when
the class presented their escorts
with blue leather cigarette light-
ers, and the Dean withdrew all
late permissions which would en-
able promgoers to round off the
evening by visiting Boston night
clubs.
1940 arrives, bringing events
that would perhaps have startled
and disturbed our former Juniors,
a Friday night in May, rather than
a Saturday in February. Besides
that, this modern generation will
swing until the scandalous hour of
two. There will be no desperate
attempt to hide ropes and bars,
but a setting of pink and white
spring flowers. Red Norvo's band
will not be placed in the middle
of the floor surrounded by potted
plants, but will, no doubt, be al-
lowed to play on the platform.
There will be soft green moss
hanging from the pillars, and sup-
per will be served at midnight.
raine Manny, Norman Cross, Fitch-
burg, Mass.; Adelaide de Beer,
Lewis Muhlfelder, Albany; Cyn-
thia Drake, Donald Woodford,
Princeton; Margaret Gresham,
Ernest Craige, Harvard Medical;
Barbara Cupper, Herbert Osborne,
Dartmouth; Martha Bieler, Robert
Builard, Harvard Medical; Vir-
ginia Andersen, Howard Ezell,
Harvard; Barbara Prentice, Peter
Hale, Harvard Architecture; Emily
Pribble, William Junod, Dart-
mouth ; Barbara Monks, Glenn Hay,
Boston; Margaret Coey, Norman
Dalrymple, Harvard Business;
Florence Cenedella, William Mag-
ruder, Harvard; Jane Eaken, Wil-
liam Tucker, Harvard Law.
STONE : Euphemia Millar, R. C.
Morris, Harvard Law; Carol Baer,
S. G. Fischer; Ann King, Richard
C. Webster, Harvard Medical;
Mary Fitzpatrick, John Crowley,
(Continued on page 9, col. S)
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Mathematics Club
Members of the Mathematics
Club met at a supper meeting in
the Recreation Building May 7 to
elect 4ew officers for next year.
Newman Club
The' Newman Club held a sup-
per meeting in A. K. X. May 6 to
discuss plans for coming year.
La Tertulia
La Tertulia has elected its offi-
cers for 1940-41. Soledad Salinas
•42 will be President; Louise Wins-
low '42 Treasurer; and Priscilla
Morse '42 Secretary.
College Has Need For
More Canoe Examiners
The college needs more canoe
examiners in order that more stu-
dents may use canoes, especially in
the fall. Anyone wishing to serve
should come to the canoe house to
take the examiner's test at 4:40
p. m. either Monday, May 13, or
Wednesday, May 15. In order to
qualify, a student must be either
a Junior or Senior Life Saver, or
must be taking the course now.
Outing Club Will Climb
Monuock, Swim at Cape
The Wellesley Outing Club, ac-
companied by members of the Rad-
cliffe Club, will climb Mt. Monuock
in New Hampshire, Saturday, May
11. Inlanders who have never been
swimming in salt water will have
an opportunity to do so when the
W. 0. C. takes a trip to North
Falmouth, on Cape Cod, Sunday,
May 26. Students will find de-
tails on the Outing Club board,
where they may sign if they wish
to make the trips.
Reverend Carey Reviews
Beliefs of Catholicism
The main beliefs of the Roman
Catholic Church were presented by
the Reverend William Carey, of
Weston College, at a tea given by
the Christian Association, Thurs-
day afternoon, May 2, at 4:30 p.
m. in the C. A. Lounge. He said
that as well as believing all the
affirmations of the church, "A
Catholic believes his faith is the
only true one."
The difference between the Cath-
olic Church and other churches
was pointed out by Father Carey to
be the belief that their church is
the only means of salvation, be-
cause of its direct descent from
the organization of the twelve
apostles which was formed by
Christ. He pointed out that God's
purpose had been revealed first m
a partial and temporary manner,
to the Jewish race by the Old Tes-
tament, then to the world through
Christ who was "true God and
true Man." Father Carey stated,
"When the church or Pope speaks
as the authority of God, it is in-
fallible." This does not mean the
church is not liable to sin, or that
it is omniscient.
Playmakers Give Award
For Best One-Act Play
The Berkeley Playmakers are
offering the George Pierce Baker
Award of one hundred dollars for
the best original play submitted
in their current one-act play-
writing competition. A special
award is offered for the best com-
edy, and additional cash and other
prizes have been designated for
the best of the other plays entered.
The prize-winning plays will also
be given production by the Berke-
ley Playmakers, and, while they
have made no restrictions as to
subject, iorm or treatment, they
particularly invite American folk
plays in modern colloquial idiom,
and will very much appreciate
plays with small casts and mini-
mum stage requisites, economically
achieved.
All inquiries concerning the
rules governing this competition
should be addressed to: Plays
Committee, The Berkeley Play-
makers, 1814 Blake Street, Berke-
ley, California.
Dr. Niebuhr Preaches On
Attitudes of Rebellion
Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr of Union
Theological Seminary spoke in
Houghton Memorial Chapel Sun-
day, May 5, of the attitudes of
rebellion and gratitude toward the
religious experience of the omni-
presence of God.
Dr. Niebuhr gave as an illus-
tration of the rebellious attitude,
Job's protest in the name of man's
brevity and weakness against
God's eternal watch over man.
Psalm 139 expresses gratitude to-
ward God's omnipresence. This
psalmist is rightly grateful for the
image of God in man. He under-
stands that man, although weak, is
also strong. He is grateful be-
cause God offers ultimate secur-
ity, and because his mercy offers
ultimate peace against man's un-
easy conscience, which remains al-
ways uneasy to some degree, de-
spite on what level one's life is
lived.
Miriam Marcus '42 Wins
Fiske Prize for Speech
The Department of Speech an-
nounces Miriam Marcus '42 as the
winner of the Isabelle Eastman
Fiske Contest for the best Sopho-
more extempore speech. Miss Mar-
cus spoke on "The Fallacy of De-





The Students' International Un-
ion offers a tuition scholarship
to
the Institute of World Affairs
at
Williamstown from June 24 to
August 2, with outstanding speak-
ers and leaders of Round Tables.
Wellesley is invited to nomi-
nate a candidate for one of these
tuition scholarships. It is open to
Juniors, Seniors, or first
year
Graduate Students. While the
scholarships generally cover only
tuition, in a few cases scholarships
have covered also the cost of living
in a dormitory at Williams Col-
lege.
.
Students interested may obtain
fuller information at the Personnel
Bureau.
Dr. Gay Will Explain
Uses of English Work
To English Students
Dr. Robert M. Gay, Professor of
English and Chairman of the Divi-
sion of Language, Literature and
Arts, at Simmons College, will
speak on the "Vocational Uses of
English" Tuesday evening, May
14, in Tower Court. The dinner
preceding the talk at 6:30 p. m.
will be open to majors in the De-
partment of English Composition.
Students in elective courses in
English Composition are invited to
the lecture.
Dr. Gay will explain something
of the work that is open to those
educated in English Composition.
He has lectured for five seminars
at the Bread Loaf School of Eng-
lish, and for three years was di-
rector of its Writers' Conference.
He has had published, in addition
to text-books and numerous maga-
zine contributions, The College
Book of Verse, Emerson—A Study
of the Poet as Seer, and The Col-
lege Book of Prose.
Mr. Duncan Announces
Opening of Observatory
The Whitin Observatory will be
open to all members of the col-
lege and their friends from 7:30
to 9:30 the evening of May 11, if
the sky is clear. The telescopes
will be used for observing the
Moon and the Planet Venus.
This date is chosen because of
the interesting resemblance which
Venus and the Moon will then bear
to one another, each appearing as
a crescent. Venus, though so far
away as to appear much smaller
than the Moon, is also much the
brighter—so bright that the best
time to observe it is at the begin-
ning of the evening, before sun-
set. The Moon will be more in-
teresting after eight p. m.
C. G. to Present
Two Scholarships
College Government has voted
to give two scholarships for this
summer. One will be for the Sum-
mer Institute of Social Progress
at Wellesley and will cover all the
expenses for the Wellesley dele-
gate there for two weeks. The
other scholarship is for the ex-
penses of a student for eight
weeks of training in peace work
under the Student Peace Service.
Any member of the classes of 1941,
1942, and 1943 may apply for the
Summer Institute scholarship and
any member of the classes of 1941
and 1942 may apply for the Sum-
mer Peace Scholarship. Those
wishing to be considered for these
appointments are urged to register
by May 30 with the Summer Ap-
pointments Committee at the Per-
sonnel Bureau.
Mr. Haroutunian Will
Speak to Worship Group
The Worship Study Group in-
vites all those interested in joining
next fall to attend its next meeting
Tuesday, May 14, at 4:40 p. m. in
the C. A. Lounge. Mr. Haroutanian
will speak on the Catholic and Pro-
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HOW TO WIN BOY-FRIENDS
AND INFLUENCE STAG-LINES
By Dalea Dorothy Clix
Dear Miss Clix: The instructor who teaches Poetry 3-A at
our college is a wonderfully handsome young bachelor with
a divine Harvard accent, who expresses beautiful thoughts.
I've fallen in love with him — but though I sit in the front
row, he doesn't even seem to know I'm in the room. My par-
ents, who are wealthy but provincial, taught me never to use
cosmetics, yet—in class today '.—My Poet said : "Only through
artifice is the merely female transmuted into the ravishingly
1eKlagt«Bi
feminine."
Dear "In a Dilemma":
If your parents are
wealthy they probably hate
being provincial, or they
wouldn't have sent you to
college. My guess is that if
you can snaffle a perfectly
good Harvard poet they'll
be proud to show off their
new son-in-law to the
neighbors. They'll forgive
you the cosmetics. Don't
forget that poets are ex-
tremely susceptible to
beautiful hands — the
Swinburne influence. So,





















It flows on with
amazing smooth-
ness, hardens to a
brilliant gem-hard
lustre that lasts far longer
without tacking and chipping!
Have the most beautiful finger-
nails in the world ! At any cos-
metic counter, buy dura-gloss,
10 cents a bottle!
Exhibit Shows Records
Of "The Wellesley Idea"
This week the Alumnae Records
Committee is presenting an exhibit
entitled "The Wellesley Idea be-
fore 1881", the first in a series
which will be on display in the
Library through May and June.
This exhibit, which marks the
seventieth anniversary of the chart-
ering of the college, is an attempt
to present some of the records
and material which have a bear-
ing on the inception and develop-
ment of the idea of Wellesley and
some forms of its expression be-
tween 1870 and 1881. Planned by
Jean Watt Gorely '16, the exhibi-
tion contains views of the campus
as it used to be, of College Hall
and material relating to the early
curriculum and the religious and




Each year the question arises as
to whether we want our student
body to go about the campus at-
tired in slacks or shorts and this
year the problem faces us once
more. We have hesitated to put our
request in the form of a law but
we have always felt that each girl
would live up to her end of the
bargain and not wear shorts and
slacks. The purpose for the re-
quest is the same as in previous
years—we feel that Wellesley stu-
dents should dress the way they
would in suburban communities
and not as if they were completely
isolated. No one needs to be told
how many visitors the Wellesley
campus has and no one need be
told further what a poor impres-
sion is given to the outsider who
sees girls running about in slacks.
In order that we may rely upon
students to comply with this re-
quest and not necessitate legisla-
tive action upon the subject, Col-
lege Government wishes to bring
the problem to everyone's atten-
tion once more.
Italian Club Presents
Play at Last Meeting
The Circolo Italiano presented
the one-act comedy, Schiccheri e
Grande, by S. Lopez, at its last
meeting, May 1, in Shakespeare.
The leading role of Schiccheri was
played by Elizabeth Holden '41;
others in the cast were Clarice
Grosshandler '40, Theresa Zezzos
'43, Gloria Bosetti '42, and Anne
Tomasello '42. Mrs. Pierina Cas-
tiglione. Instructor in Italian and
faculty adviser to the club, coached
the play. Refreshments were serv-
ed to the audience after the per-
formance.
Dr. Phillips Will Lead
Evening Vesper Service
Dr. Harold C. Philipps of Cleve-
land, Ohio, will speak at the Chris-
tian Association Vesper Service in
the Outdoor Theatre, Sunday, May
12, at 7:30 p. m. Jane MacMas-
ter '40 will conduct the service,
which will be held in Shakespeare





Your racket will be picked up at
your house and returned promptly.
Mail Service — College Post Office
Resident Mail Box 1
Stock
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Madame Chiang 'I 7 Writes
Book on Fighting China
This Is Our China by May-ling
Soong Chiang '17 (Mme. Chiang
Kai-shek). 312 pages. Illustrat-
ed. Harpers. $3.50
This Is Our China is made up
of selections from the recent writ-
ings of Madame Chiang Kai-shek
and includes such varied items as
letters to her school of war or-
phans from the inland provinces,
a legend of old China, discussions
of the duties of Chinese women
and of the eventual effects of Jap-
an's foreign policy. But there is
unity, for the dominant impres-
sion left is of a vital and cour-
ageous woman fighting for her
people.
The book begins with a supple-
ment of pictures which show Ma-
dame Chiang dressing the leg of a
wounded soldier, visiting a Chun-
king orphanage, and carrying on
various public-spirited activities.
The first chapter is a general es-
say on China today, the vast,
sprawling, ancient empire that is
holding back the Japanese invaders
who have come from their compact
little island with modern methods
of warfare. And the essay tells
of the awakening of the people to a
realization that there was no magic
the invaders possessed which a
united, fighting China could not
hope to meet successfully.
Echoed throughout the chapters
is Madame Chiang's amazement
at the indifference of America to
the devastation of China. She re-
iterates the moral and the eco-
nomic issues involved in the con-
flict from the point of view of
the United States.
Most personally revealing are
the chapters headed "My Faith."
Here Madame Chiang gives us a
glimpse of her adored mother, and
tells of the Generalissimo's gradu-
al conversion to Christianity. She
writes movingly of the rebirth of
her own faith, and of what it has
meant to her.
There is one other picture of her
husband in the impersonal pages
—in the letters from distant parts
of China written to her war or-
phans in the school at Nanking
(which are among the most de-
lightful pages in the book). They
show the Generalissimo placing
plum blossoms in a bamboo basket
as a New Year's gift for his wife,
who remarks: "Perhaps you can
see why I am willing to share the
rigors of life at the front with
my husband. He has the courage
of the soldier and the sensitive
soul of the poet."
There is but one criticism: the
book might have been shorter.
Many of the articles cover substan-
tially the same ground. Perhaps
the explanation lies in Occidental
impatience, for we are used to the
Reader's Digest type of pared-
down material. But it is reward-












Henry Fonda In John Steinbeck's
THE GRAPES OF WRATH




Fred Astalro and Eleanor Powell
BROADWAY MELODIES OF 1940
Also Lorraine Day and
Robt. Cummlngs
AND ONE WAS BEAUTIFUL
Evening Performances
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The much heralded and impa-
tiently awaited exhibit, "Picasso,
Forty Years of His Art," has at
last arrived at the Boston Museum
of Fine Arts where it will remain
until May 27th. This exhibit,
which has been the subject of much
heated controversy, is being shown
in Boston with an additional group
of Picasso's etchings and dry
points not included in the main
exhibition.
Although Picasso himself says,
"I never have made trials nor ex-
periments. Arts of transition do
not exist . . ." yet for us certainly
much of Picasso's work must still
be regarded more in the light of
his evolution as a man than in the
absolute light of single works of
art. Important thus, evolutional-
ly, are Chrysanthemums and Le
Moulin de la Galette, well-known
examples of the lush period of
1900-01 when Picasso was under
the influence of Renoir and the
Impressionists.
Constituting a group more im-
portant in its own right, there fol-
low examples of Picasso's "blue"
period of agonized positions and
elongated forms. Also of perma-
nent value are the next two periods
of this prolific painter. In 1925 ap-
pears Picasso's "harlequin" period,
and then the better known "rose"
group when the artist replaced the
nostalgias of his "blue" period
with solid and more objective
forms.
The Negro period, climaxed by
les Demoiselles d'Avignon, and
classified as the beginnings of
Cubism, began in 1906. Along with
the other Faitves (Derain, Vlam-
inck, Othon Friesz, Braque and
Matisse) Picasso started on this
branch of his art which was to be
so important in the whole art
movement to follow.
The "classic" and "neo-classic"
periods of 1920-23 follow the years
of Cubism, and end with the flow-
ing dignity of the Three Graces.
Not long after the "classic" pe-
riods begin to appear the prepara-
tion sketches for Picasso's latest
(1937) gigantic "Guernica" mural,
which depicts the horrors of the re-
cent Spanish war.
In looking at this masterpiece
of horror it should be remembered
that Picasso says of his painting,
"I want nothing but emotion to be
given off by it." In judging this
mural, which, for all its subjec-
tive symbolism and lack of color
(it is done in white and black
and grays only) is a thousand
times more brutally moving than
any realistic version, we must
surely admit that Picasso has
achieved his avowed purpose.
By J. R. 'tf
Violinist to Present
Program of Request
Mr. Hermann Weinberg, former
first violinist of the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra, will play in
Tower Court Sunday, May 19, at
2:00 p. m. In addition to the other
numbers on the request program
Mr. Weinberg will play Cesar
Franck's Sonata for Violin and
Piano.
COMMUNITYPLAYHOUSE
Mats, at 2:30 Eves, at 7:45
Suts. ut 9:00, 12:30, 4:00. 7:45
Suns. Cont. from 4:30
STARTING FRIDAY




THE HARDY FAMILY in
"JUDGE HARDY AND
SON"
Friday to Sunday Only
May Day Hoop Rolling
in News
Metropolitan Opera Company Stages
Final Drive for Opera House Fund
With just three weeks left, one
million dollars must be raised
somehow to save the Metropolitan
Opera Company. Without the mon-
ey, there will be no more Opera.
It will close forever. In spite of
the very short time left, the Wel-
lesley College News is sponsoring
a drive to help raise a sum to-
ward the fund.
Although there has been talk
about the financial situation of the
company for years, now the situa-
tion is really desperate. The mon-
ey is needed not to pay a deficit or
to defray operating costs, but to
buy a home for the Opera. Unless
these final attempts are successful,
the last curtain will fall May 31.
Those of us who take the Opera's
permanence for granted, find the
idea of its disbanding unthinkable,
but the danger is so near that com-
mittees are working all over the
country to do what they can.
From the Wellesley point of
view alone, there are many reasons
for wishing to help. Unless we do
all that we can, there may very
well be no more of the Saturday
afternoon broadcasts that have be-
come so vital. We shall not hear
again the glorious music that the
Opera brought to our home cities
on its tours.
There are more than personal
reasons that call upon us to give
our aid. The Metropolitan is not
only the greatest opera company in
the world, but since the depression
and the War in Europe, it is the
only remaining great opera com-
pany in the world.
The Opera has become so much
a part of our national life that we
need not be ardent music lovers
nor students of 206 to feel that
its existence is of real importance.
Millions of people, all kinds of peo-





Metropolitan Opera Ass'n, Inc.
Hotel Ritz-Carlton - Boston
In response to the appeal in
behalf of the METROPOLITAN
OPERA FUND, I subscribe and




Check should be made pay-
able to Metropolitan Opera
Fund, and sent to Anita Davis-
Chase, Metropolitan Opera
Fund, Hotel Ritz-Carlton, Bos-
ton.
its weekly broadcasts. Workers in
an oil tanker, a cattle raiser in
Oregon, men in a U. S. Army
bombing squadron, a merchant in
Alabama, a millionaire in New
York, oil-drillers in Oklahoma,
have already sent in contributions
ranging from 25c to $10,000. They
prove that the Opera brings joy,
beauty, education, and that all this
belongs to everyone who has a ra-
dio.
Since the Opera is not at all a
luxury of the rich, everyone is
equally obliged to help. The News
is asking for a great many small
gifts because it knows that here
in the College are people who care
that the Opera should continue.
"No gift is too small to be wel-
come" is a cliche, but a true one.
Students are urged to send what-
ever they can through the Resident
Mail to the News office, 136 Green,
or to use the blank to be found on








Mrs. A Priscllla Freeman
Mr. A Henry Monroe
Sir James Ransom .. Leon Lipson
Lady Isabel Welwyn Jean Bond
General Dellaby-Couch
Robert Stewart
Lord Stagmantle . Earl Montgomery
David Gunn George Clay
Ian Shawcross. . Jervls McMochan
Edward Lamp Clarence Burley
Dr. Thomas Williams
William Robinson
Mrs. Ransom Claire Rabinovitz
The Abbot William Hughes
and others
According to the program, The
Ascent of F6, presented by the
Harvard Dramatic Club, is an at-
tempt to "synthesize the conflict-
ing and complex elements o f our
social structure," showing "the
universal tragedy of man in a
man-made world." In attempting
to show the universal tragedy of
man, the authors, W. H. Auden
and Christopher Isherwood, have
bound together many lives and
the resulting complexity forms a
distraction from the idea behind
the play—the false motives and
standards men live by and die for.
The authors did not choose to
write "the particular and indi-
vidual tragedy of certain social
groups in certain particular sur-
roundings," and as a result they
have attempted more than they
can handle in the dramatic form.
A succession of scenes, dream-like
or drably realistic, follow one an-
other swiftly, each with overtones
of tragedy and waste. The speech-
es of those connected with the gov-
ernment cruelly reveal their char-
acters and the words of Patriot-
ism, Duty, Sacrifice, Honour, be-
come words for a servile purpose
played upon by the unscrupulous
to gain their ends. The tragedy
(Continued on Page 8, Col. £)
Theatre Workshop Gives
Successful Bridie Play
"Jonah and the Whale"
Cast of Characters
Principal of Glrtham College
Florence A, Rlsley




Joslblah, a villager ..Everard Seely
Hashmonah, a villager
. Edgar Rice
Shual, a villager Robert Shaw
Euodias, a village girl
Rosalind Schang
Naaran, a village girl Ruth Higdon
Bllshan, a commercial traveller
Geoffrey Bruere
Sentry Haller Ramsey




Voice of the Whale
Dr. Phillips Endicott Osgood
Sophereth, a woman secretary
Mabel Belcher
Eshtemoa, a leading cltlzeness of
Nineveh Harriet Hull
Zemlrah, her daughter Theresa Zezzos
Zuph, Zaza, Zlz, children of the
Hotel Baal Marjorie Burns
Barbara Snedeker, Beverly Andrews
Shlprah, a beautiful courtesan
Jane Becton
Stachys, a tenor Anne Kennedy
Tolad, a tenor Mary Ellen Crawford
Hadadezer. a statesman of
Nineveh Richard Howland
Tola, a lady novelist of Nineveh
Elizabeth Slverd
Passengers: Doris Cain, Mary Ellen
Schneckenburger, Blllle Maxle, Dor-
othy Jane Whltcomb. Claire Rlchter,
Rudy Kalmus. Marian SImms, Geor-
gina Lukert, Haller Ramsey, Evor-
ard Seely, Edgar Rice
Womens Club Members : Mary Lati-
mer, Elizabeth Moore, Jean Nelson,
Marian SImms, Mary Ellen Schneck-
enburger
In James Bridie's Jonah and the
Whale, Theater Workshop balanced
nicely its interest in technical pro-
duction and acting. Occasionally
interest in production may have
been first, but this is natural in
face of the problems offered by
the play.
The scenery was excellent. Fol-
lowing the modern trend, the lines
were clean and sharp, aiming for
simplicity. The outstanding set,
of course, was that of the whale's
belly, which was so real that sev-
eral members of the audience de-
clared it gave them claustropho-
bia! The lighting greatly height-
ened the effectiveness of the scen-
ery. The many fade-ins were ac-
complished very smoothly, and the
different colorings were useful
without being conspicuous.
The costuming carried out as
far as possible the feeling of mod-
ernity noted in the scenery. In
the scene on the terrace of Nine-
veh's hotel, for instance, the cos-
tumes were in period without being
incongrous with today's ideas of
smartly dressed women. The group
scenes were skilfully planned as
to color.
The most unusual phase of the
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1)
for Good Fltnemn
FRASER'S FLOWERS
58 Central St. Welleiley
Telephone 0700
There's still time to send
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The Shelton for yeors hot bean the New
York headquarters for college women
... for the Shelton provides the dub
atmosphere to which discerning college
women are accustomed. Here you can
enjoy "extra facilities" at no extra cost,
such as the beautiful swimming pool,
the gym, solarium, roof terrace, library.
The Shelton's convenient' location . . .
right in the Grand Central Zone makes
all of New York's amusement and cul-
tural places readily accessible. Two
popular priced restaurants. Dancing
during dinner and supper.
SPECIAL KATES
TO COLLEGE WOMEN ONIT
Rooms without bath .... $2.00
Rooms with tub and shower . . $3.00
Rooms with bath for two , . . $4.00
Separate floor fadliHt for wnmm
Ask for Mn. Wade, Modes*.
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Workshop Group Gives
"Jonah and the Whale"
(Continued from Page 7, Col. 5)
sound effects was the
^rdme
made by Reverend Osgood for
the
whale's voice. Dr. Osgood
showed
himself an actor of some talent
by
these speeches.
With this background to work
in, the actors were able
to turn
their full attention to their
roles.
Mr Trefethen as Jonah apparent-
ly did this. He had studied
the
author and the part until he
was
able to bring out each
subtle
change in the character. Jonah
was first merely an ardent
social
reformer; then a man without
con-
fidence in himself, running
from
the eyes of God; and finally
a
Prophet. At times he seemed ra-
ther a ridiculous figure, but m
the
speech he made after his rescue
from the whale, his real spiritual
force is made clear. Mr. Trefe-
then interpreted this Biblical
pass-
age sincerely and beautifully.
It
was perhaps the high spot of the
evening. Mr. Bruere, by his fin-
ished performance, made of Bii-
shan a worldy-wise, suave observ-
er; the only type of person
who
could have disconcerted a fanatic
such as Jonah. Rosalind Schang
'43 played the part of the fiery
Euodias with zest and spirit. Har-
riet Hull '40 again proved
her








of the smaller parts
were played
with the same careful attention
to




Seely as Josibiah, Mabel
Belcher
'42 as Sophereth, and Elizabeth
Siverd '40 as Tola, a lady
novelist.
Miss Florence Risley, Executive
Secretary of the Alumnae Associ-
ation, Ann Bumham '42 and Dor-
othy Bauer *42 deserve commenda-
tion for fully interpreting the
pro-
logue, as well as for their
pleasant
and excellent diction.
The play itself is a comedy quite
different from the usual American
idiom. Insignificant Man, with his
pomposity and presumption, must
seem very amusing to "the Eternal
"Father," thinks Mr. Bridie. But
he is a kindly God, and does not
bring his wrath upon little man.
"Perhaps," suggests the author,
"He has a sense of humor!"
Mr. Bridie has a distinctive
style; the play throughout is turn-
ed to express this, and to carry his
rather unusual idea. His whimsi-
cal humor and gentle sarcasm
make for fresh and diverting en-
tertainment; his philosophy may
well leave behind a thought for
further consideration.
N. L. C. 'U
Free Press
Class Sweaters
(Continued from page 2, col. U)
what to wear on May Day, Tree
Day, or Freshman Day, but would
also give each class a more dis-
tinctive, united and uniform ap-
pearance, and would help us to
wear our class color as proudly as
we do want to. R. C. B. 'U2
Harvard Club Presents
Auden-Ishencood Play
(Continued from Page 7, Col. U)
of Michael Ransom is that he has
avoided these dangers only to fall
into another—the desire to appear
heroic to his mother. He consents
to climb the dangerous mountain,
F6, knowing that he is serving the
politicians but thinking that he has
accepted only because he likes
climbing mountains-
More universal than Ransom's
tragedy, in the authors' eyes, is
that of the unnamed couple who
see in the mountain climb some-
thing greater than it is; in Ran-
som's failure they feel "the use-
lessness of the existence of the
many millions of people whom
they symbolize.
To my mind the greatest trag-
edy is that of the authors. They
have depicted with some clearness
and insight a number of hetero-
geneous lives, but they lack the
key to the solution. In an at-
tempt to reach the universal they
have taken several particulars.
Li fe is something more than the
sum of several perverted lives.
Climbing a mountain will not save
Mr. and Mrs. A. Not climbing a
mountain will not save Ransom or
his mother. A false relationship
between groups is assumed. The
result is not a "synthesis," which
the authors desired, but combina-
tion. No play can stand merely
as such.
The presentation of the play has
overcome many difficult problems
in staging it; with almost no scen-
ery and with effective lighting, all
attention is concentrated upon the
actors and their lines. Claire Rab-
inovitz is excellent as the mother;
her voice has the beauty and feel-
ing to make the most of her haunt-
ing lines. Leonard Kent gives a
consistent characterization of a
man who fails because he is only
a man- Henry Monroe and Pris-
cilla Freeman show the drabness
and futility, Leon Lipson the com-
placency and pomposity which the
authors have written into the
parts. George Clay, as David
Gunn, is the only lively character
in the play and he has played it
as such, although perhaps without
sufficient adultness. The whole
cast did well, but they are to be
commended most for the ambi-
tious undertaking of a play which




'41 Members Invited To
Serve at Commencement
Mrs. Mary C. Ewing, Dean of
Residence, takes pleasure in an-
nouncing the names of the juniors
who will usher during the week of
commencement. Anne Lineberger,
Jane Gold, Marjorie McCullough
and Nancy Strelinger have been
asked to be marshals. The follow-
ing is a list of ushers:
Virginia Andersen Barbara Haskell
Jean Barkln Julia Hatch
Societies Announce New
Officers for Next Year
(Continued from page 1, col 5)
Central Committee Member, Ellen
Luberger; Custodian, Elizabeth
Newman; Marshals, Barbara
Brown and Frances Clausen; Li-
brarian, Nancy Stearns.
Alpha Kappa Chi's new officers
are: President, Betty McKenzie;
^ice-President, Helen Meharg;
Secretary, Margaret Wright;
Treasurer, Mary Lou MacDonald;
Housekeeper, Constance Alexand-
er; Chef, Constance Ballou; Cen-
tral Committee Member, Katharine
Reppert.
SCOOP! hurry! hurry!
I F you need and yearn
for a really good looking
hand-made BLOUSE
that's definitely thoroughbred to the last














Shirley Brimmer Cynthia Holbrook
Almee Brunswig Elizabeth Holclen
Ruth Buckley Jean Kuebler
Jean Callahan Carolyn Latta
Barbara Clark Elizabeth Leeds
Frances Clausen Mary McKelleget
Anne Cohen Markwick Moore
Christine Corey Doris Mosher
Harriet Coverdale Josephine Muldoon
Caroline Ctoss Betty Myers
Nancy Chlsler Mary Noyes
Harriet Davidson Sara Peace
Margery Davies Barbara Prentice
Anne Davison Katharine Reppert
Elizabeth Deems Edith Roberts
Frances Delehanty Virginia Robinson
Marlon Edle Kate Schaaf
Edith Fisher Hope Slsson
Mary Fltzpatrick Elizabeth Siverd
Margaret Gifford Martha Stahr
Helen Gorrell Nancy Stearns
Lois Grenolds AJ-1I Sung
Alice Guyton Ann Sutherland
Caryl Hadsell Anne B. Wheeler
Marie Haffenreffer Willye White
Phyllis Harmon Miriam Ziegler
Miss Overacker States
Effect of War on U. S.
(Continued from page S, col. 1)
cation act, and a housing act were
passed during war years.
People sincerely fought to "make
the world safe for democracy" in
the last war, said Miss Overacker,
but the very war itself imposed a
world economy which was the
cause of many of the totalitarian
states of today.
In England during the present
war, censorship of the press has
been quite strong, but Communists
and Fascists are still allowed to
hold meetings and publish news-
papers. The British are inclined
to treat Lord Haw-Haw's broad-
casts from Hamburg as a joke.
In France today, censorship of
the press has been more rigid, and
many are opposed to it. No action
as yet has been taken to postpone
the Parliamentary elections in
1940, but Miss Overacker said that
they probably will not be held on
time. Other immediate results of
the present war have been the vot-
ing out of the Daladier cabinet,
the suppression of Communists,
and the extension of decree powers
to the ministry.
The United States, when peace
is declared, must agree to play a
positive role in reconstruction. We
must eradicate the weaknesses in
our own democratic structure. We
must solve the riddle of economic
security without sacrifice of lib-
erty; we must try to lay the foun-
dation for a democratic common-
String Ensembles Play
In College Dormitories
String players of the Wellesley
College Orchestra are now pre-
senting programs of chamber mu-
sic in several college houses.
A
quartet played at Stone Hall Sun-
day, May 5, performing a Beetho-
ven quartet, Op. 95, and a Hadyn
quartet in B flat. This group in-
cluded Ruth Kirk '43, Clara Chit-
tenden '43, Genevieve Corbett, As-
sistant in Chemistry, and Mr. Mal-
colm H. Holmes of the Music De-
partment- They will play again
Sunday, May 12, at Norumbega.
A string quintet performed at
Severance Wednesday, May 8, .and
they will play again next Wed-
nesday, May 15, at Claflin. The
players are Marion Gibby 41,
Mary Louise Barrett '42, Eleanor
Rodgers '40, Louise Martien '42,
and Mr. Holmes. Their program
includes the Brahms quintet in F
major for 2 violins, 2 violas, and
'cello and the Beethoven quartet,
Op. 59, No. 1.
Society Opens Contest
For Essays About Japan
As this year marks the 2600th
anniversary of the founding of the
Japanese Empire, the Society for
International Cultural Relations in
Tokyo is offering three trips to
Japan to the winners of their pres-
ent essay contest. Cash awards
sufficient to finance one to three-
month visits in Japan accompany
the prizes.
Essays must deal with one of
the following topics: the charac-
teristics of Japanese culture, cul-
tural intercourse between Japan
and foreign countries, or the posi-
tion of Japanese culture in the
world. They are to be interpreta-
tive in nature, not more than 8000
words in length, and must be type-
written, but the contestant's name
is to appear only on a separate
paper accompanying the manu-
script. Full information on the
essay contest is available at the
Japan Institute, 630 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York City. Contribu-
tions must be mailed by Sep-
tember 30, and final announcement
of the winners will be made on
April 29, 1941.
wealth of American nations; we
must lower tariff walls, make
loans, and be ready to join in any
general disarmament conference,
and we must be ready to agree to
a program of collective security.
John Dewey Discusses
Aspects of Education
(Continued from page 3, col. 5)
point of community with the arts
and literature.
The tremendous importance of
the issue between the two points
of view was emphasized by the
speaker, since the one involves the
appeal to authority as opposed to
the appeal to creative activity. It
is an appeal to persons taken as
"leaders" rather than to shared
activities of human beings having
common interests that can best be
served by development of individ-
ual potentialities. In the present
unsettled state of the world there
is an especial need for making the
educative process in all its phases
one of human interaction and in-
tercommunication, since the devel-
opment of individual human beings
marked by this attitude is the only
final protection against the possi-
bility of the victory of some form
of external totalitarianism. The
present common educational prob-
lem is that of using the acquaint-
ance with past culture as a force
to "inspire, support and steady
present processes of living in sit-
uations presented by the present
world."
Dancers Will Present
"Coq D 9Or" on Tree Day
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)
Carol Frank '41 will dance Prince
Aphron and Judith Alexander '40
is to lead the Ladies-in-Waiting.
The Seniors who will form a
court for the Tree Day Mistress
are Margaret Hudson, Hilde Seel-
bach, Mary Eliza Turner, and
Mary Walling. Rhea Ornstein '40
is Assistant Chairman of Tree
Day. Other officials include Mary
Coe '41, Head of Dancing; Eliza-
beth Hartz '41, Head of Costumes;
Harriet Whitten '40, Head of
Properties; Caryl Hadsell '41,
Head of Make-up; Katherine Cox
'41, Head of Programs; Nancy
Wiltbank '42, Head of General Ar-
rangements; Ann Sutherland '41,
Head of Finance; Joy Brickner
'41, Head of Schedule; and Nancy
Dobson '43, Consulting Member
from the Freshman Class.
FOR SALE !
Cap, size 7%, B.A. Gown,
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ries irom Singapore to Seattle
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* Special Count for College
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WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, MAY 10, 1940
Ike WvM Quttide
By Jean Pinanski
Tn an effort to keep its readers
intelligently informed on current
events, the News inaugurates its
own weekly digest of world affairs.
The Blitzkrieg, begun on April
9, with the sudden descent upon
Norway's important seaports by
German armed forces, seemed vir-
tually ended this week as the black
cross of the swastika flew over
villages which previously had been
proudly Norwegian. The depar-
ture of the Allied expeditionary
force marked the end of all effec-
tive resistance to the German oc-
cupation of Southern and Central
Norway. The only satisfaction for
the allies from the three-weeks
war in Norway lay in the fact that
early naval encounters had brought
such serious damages to the Ger-
man fleet that, as Mr. Chamber-
lain put it, "the entire balance of
naval power" had been altered
—
to favor the Allies.
* * *
News commentators predict that
the coming week is bound to be
critical for Prime Minister Cham-
berlain. Just how critical will be
determined by how plausible an
explanation Mr. Chamberlain can
provide to the House of Commons
and the British people for the ob-
vious failure, at least in the first
phase, of the Norwegian campaign.
* * *
A huge spy and propaganda or-
ganization, said to have been
working both for France and Rus-
sia in former Czechslovak regions
annexed by Hungary, was smashed
by Hungarian authorities last
week. Some of the two hundred
arrested had plans of the Arpad
defense line, which Hungary re-
cently built along her Ruthenian
frontier facing Russia in Poland.
Should the Russians break through
this line, they could advance
through the Carpathian Moun-
tains, the only natural barrier to
Russian expansion along the
Danube.
* * *
As the dates for the national
political conventions draw near,
signs increase that the two major
parties will vie with each other
in assurances that, if given the
power, they will prevent the
United States from entering the
European War. While most of the
outstanding Republican candidates
are conservative isolationists, the
Democrats appear a bit more bel-
ligerent about happenings abroad,
adhering to the policy of "dynamic
isolationism" which certain back-
ers of the Administration's foreign
policy adopted long ago.
* * *
A convention in Florida this
week challenged the right of the
"regular" Republican faction to
seat the State's fourteen delegates
in the coming Republican Na-
tional Convention. The insurgent
1U
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Prepare lor positions with executives in our
light and spacious quarters in beautiful
Radio City
/or Catalog addrcu
Miss Louise F. Windle, Director
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA. NEW YORK
Mrs. L. W. Hicks
117 GROVE ST.
3rd House from the Corner
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1 large room with private
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Speech Group to Hold
Foreign Policy Forum
Students in Course 202, Public
Speaking, of the Department of
Speech, will hold an open forum
at 8:40 in the morning, May 21,
in 444 Green Hall. The topic of
discussion will be: "Can the Pres-
ent Policy of the United States
Keep Us Out of War?"
Names of the chairman and of
the two speakers for the affirm-
ative and the negative sides will
be announced soon. The public is
invited to attend, and will be given
a period to ask questions after
the speeches.
delegates are all anti-Dewey, but
most of those named by the Repo-
gle-McNulty controlling faction
are in favor of the racket-smash-
ing District Attorney. Despite
their fractional strength in elec-
tions, the so-called "solid south"
Republicans control roughly one-
fifth of the total comprising the
nominating convention-
* * *
Last Friday, after a meeting
with Francis B. Sayre, U. S. High
Commissioner to the Philippines,
Japanese Foreign Minister Hach-
iro Arita told the Japanese Inter-
national Association that he was
determined to prevent Japanese-
American relations from becoming
any worse. The chief issues be-
tween the two countries are: (1)
Japan's "new order" in Asia which
has caused Washington to protest
repeatedly against alleged Japan-
ese interference with American
privileges in China; (2) unsatis-
factory trade relations because of
the abrogated commercial treaty;
(3) American fear that Japan
might move against the Philip-
pines when they attain indepen-
dence in 1946; (4) American sus-
picion of Japanese designs against
the Netherlands Indies; (5) long-
standing naval rivalry.
Prom Dates Will Come
From Ends of Nation
(Continued from page 5, col. 5)
Harvard Law; Deborah Cloud, Vic-
tor C. Vaughan III, Harvard
Medical; Helen Wolfe, Robert
James, Harvard.
TOWER COURT: Helen Hale,
Floyd Roper, Binghamton, N. Y.;
Nancy Bordon, Richard Mell-
man, Harvard; Jean Reedy, Harry
Heimer, M. I. T.; Dorothy Jane
Keyser, Robert Newton Anthony,
Harvard Business; Olive Coolidge,
Austin Kiplinger, Harvard; Bar-
bara Chandler, Willis Urick, Har-
vard Law; Phyllis Harmon, Robert
Joslin, Brown; Jean Barkin, Mer-
ton Tarlow; Louise Guggenheim,
Julius Cahn, Yale; Margaret A.
Gifford, Paul J. Sullivan; Patricia
Paulsen, Edward B. Hastings,
Colgate; Elizabeth Holden, M. K.
Hart, Jr., Harvard; Katherine
Cox, David Noble, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Intitute; Mary E.
Coe, Charles M. Ludolph, Rutgers;
Luella La Mer, Frank Gardner,
M. I. T.; Virginia Stiles, Sherman
E. Crites, M. I. T.; Hope D. Sisson,
J. Davidson Rider, Harvard Busi-
ness; Elinore Lincoln, Joe Flynn,
Harvard Business; Norma Wilentz,
Gerald Smith, Harvard Law;
Helaine Kaplan, Earl Marvin,
Harvard Law; Mary Barrows, E.
Z. Buck, Harvard Law; Alice
Karp, Robert Barken, Tufts Med-
ical; Betty Myers, E. W. Adams,
M. I. T.; Mary R. Gilmore, John
A. Tifft, Jr., Lehigh; Cecile Cote,
Oliver Fulton; M. I. T.; Annetta
Eddy, Eugene Poutasse, Harvard;
Harriet Coverdale, Bradford Cool-
idge, Harvard; Jean Hunton, Bill
Coolidge, Tufts; Margaret Fiddler,
Rudolf Sore, M. I. T. Graduate
House; Sonia Salter, Nelson Cap-
Ian, Tufts Medical; Barbara Ames,
Edward P. Edmunds, Harvard;
Isabella Nutt, James Lyons-Mont-
gomery, Columbia; Constance Alex-
ander, Colin Kerr, Lawrence,
Madrigal Group Joins
With Harvard Singers
The Leverett Houe Glee Club
and the WelleTey College Madrigal
Group presented an invitation pro-
gram in the Great Hall of Tower
Court, Sunday, May 4.
Katherine Cox '41 led the Wel-
lesley Group and the combined
groups in several madrigals. Mr.
Charles Berger of Harvard led the
Leverett House Club in a set of
canons, in the combined chorus of
three folk songs, and in parts of
the Vaughan Williams Cantata
In Winsor Forest.
^SSSSSSSZ »»»»» .» ^.»«L»».^^' minima:
Under New Management
HARPER METHOD BEAUTY SALON
— Machine and Machineless Permanents —
Call MISS FISHER
23 CENTRAL ST. Tel. Wellesley 1290
The Happy Bride
whose trousseau is "by Makatina" knows she has the
loveliest and the best of linens, lingerie and negligees.
The sketch shows a bridal ensemble of chiffon
coat over satin gown in ivory, blue or tcarose. $3 7. JO
91tafcanna/(nc;
The Trousseau House of Boston
54 Central Street Wellesley
Boston — Palm Beach — Hyannis
Scribner's Announces
Prize Article Contest
The publishers of Scribner's
Commentator have announced a
prize article contest open to all
undergraduate students in Ameri-
can colleges.
The articles submitted must be
suitable for publication in Scrib-
ner's Commentator, and may con-
cern any subject in which the stu-
dent is interested. For further
details of the contest students may
consult the Neivs Board or Scrib-
ner's Commentator.
Mass.; Louisa Talcott, Ralph
Clough, Fletcher School; Elizabeth
Neal, Judson Rosebush; Sally
Clark, Douglas Sears, Harvard;
Barbara Manning, John Owen,
Northeastern; Elizabeth Adams,
Robert McNair, Harvard Divinity.
Former members of the Class
of '41 who will also attend are
Elisabeth Shontz, Elizabeth Hunt-
er, Margaret Gittens, Helen Berg-
er, Joan Sargent Hunter, Audrey
Wilson, Marian Blanke.
Dr. L. Leet Discusses
Advance of Seismology
Dr. L. Don Leet, Assistant Pro-
fessor in Geology at Harvard Uni-
versity, discussed "Earthquakes
from Aristotle to dynamite" in a
lecture at Pendleton Hall Monday
evening, May 6. Dr. Leet who is
in charge of the Seismograph Sta-
tion of Oak Ridge Observatory in
Cambridge gave his lecture before
the Sigma Xi honorary scientific
society following a dinner for its
members in Shafer Hall.
Dr. Leet declared that it is im-
possible to predict earthquakes,
although seismologists can tell
where they will occur- In giving
a short history of the ways in
which men have thought that
earthquakes were caused, he re-
called Aristotle's often quoted the-
ory that earthquakes are due to
the pressure exerted by water
when it is heated. Dr. Leet used
slides to illustrate those areas of
the world in which earthquakes
are most frequent, even though
many of them are never felt by
the inhabitants.
Showing the relation of "dyna-
mite" to earthquakes, Dr. Leet de-
scribed the seismograph at Har-
vard, Massachusetts, which re-
cords every major dynamite blast
in the region. By making records
of these blasts, seismologists can
determine how fast earthquake
waves travel through the earth.
Get Your Float Night
And Tree Day Tickets
NOW!
ON MOTHER'S DAY . . . send her flowers. Remember
Mother on Mother's Day. Send her favorite flower.
We have every flower of the season, fresh, colorful,
all in glorious bloom. Your selections will be delivered
anywhere. Our reasonable prices will please you.
EASTMAN'S FLOWER SHOP
257 WASHINGTON STREET WELLESLEY HILLS SQUARE
it-
Drink "Delicious and refresh-
ing." These are the reasons
eca
why the pause that refreshes
with ice-cold Coca-Cola is
America's favorite moment.
Everybody welcomes the
pleasing taste of Coca-Cola
and the happy after-sense of
complete refreshment.
/>4USE THAT REFRESHES
Bottled under »uthority ofThe Coca-Cola Co. by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANYBOSTON U1j MASSACHUSETTS
Delicious and
Refreshing
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Calendar
Saturday, May 11: •SrlB a.m. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss Helen S. French
will lead. 7:30-9:30 p.m. Whltin Ob-
servatory will be open if the sky is
clear. The telescopes will be used for
observing the Moon and the planet
Venus. Open to all members of the
college and their friends. (Department
of Astronomy).
Sunday, May 12: »11 :00 a.m. Memo-
rial Chapel. Preacher. Dr. William P.
Merrill, formerly of the Brick Presby-
terian Church, New York City. A
communion service will follow the reg-
ular morning service. •7:30 p.m. Out-
door Theater. Vesper service. Dr.
Harold C. Phillips of the First Bap-
tist Church, Cleveland. Ohio, will
speak. Jane McMaster '40 will con-
duct the service. (Christian Associa-
tion).
Monday, May 13: •8:15 a.m. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss McAfee will lead.
8 :00 p.m. Pendleton Hall. French
Moving Pictures. Chartres, L/Auverg-
ne. DeVelay, LeRouergue, Neiges de
France. Admission by free ticket.
(Department of French). The weekly
French songs at Munger will be
omitted.
Tuesday, May 14: '8 15 a.m. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss Coolldge will lead.
•4 :40 p.m. Room 444, Green Hall.
Speech 201 Recital. Dramatic Inter-
pretation of Scenes from Modern Dra-
ma. (Department of Speech). »7:1B
Chapel Steps. Step singing. 7:30
p.m. Great Hall Tower Court. Dr.
Robert M. Gay, Chairman of the Divi-
sion of Language. Literature, and
Arts, Simmons College, will lecture to
the majors and students in elective
courses in English Composition on
"The Vocational Uses of English."
(Department of English Composition).
Wednesday, May 10: •8:15 a.m.
Morning Chapel. Miss Carter will
lead. 6:30 p.m. Beebe Hall. Initia-
tion of Phi Beta Kappa. (Eta Chap-
ter of Phi Beta Kappa).
Thursday, May 16: *S:15 a.m. Morn-
ing Chapel. Mary Eliza Turner '40
will lead.
Notes: »Frlday, May 17 (in case of
rain. May 18), 7:45 p.m. Float Night.
Crew races and water Pageant : "Lis-
ten, My Children." Tickets, for mem-
bers of the college 5.35, for outside
guests, J.50, reserved seats $.75, will
be on sale at the ticket booth. Green
Hall May 13-17, S:40 a.m. -4 :30 p.m.
and at the gates the night of the per-
formance. 'Saturday, May IS, at 3 :30
p.m. (In case of rain May 20, at 4 :30
p.m.). Tree Day. Pageant: "Le Coq
D'Or," music by Rimski-Korsakov,
story by Pushkin. Programs will be
sold at the Ticket Booth 8 :30-4 :30 May
7-10 anu May 14-17. They will be
sold also at the gates. Resident stu-
dents, members of the faculty and
admlnlslratlon secure their tickets
from the Head of House In which they
live before noon, May 13. Non-resi-
dent students, non-resident members
of the faculty and administration se-
cure their tickets at the Information
Bureau before noon. May 17. Reserved
complimentary tickets must be claimed
• She heard about
"Eastern's" low
round-trip rate and





•S A'ROUND TRIP (30-day limit)
SAILINGS DAILY, 5:30 P.M. (Fcem Boston)
Due New York 8 A. M. Returning,
leave New York daily. S:30 P. M. Due
Boston 8 A. M. S5 one way. Staterooms
Si up, for one or two persons. Dinner,
$1. Breakfast, 35c up. Ships sail from
India Wharf, Boston. American ships in
sheltered American waters all the way.
• Ticketi. 24 Providence St
<STATLER OFFICE BLOC).
Tel. HAN cock 5810; SO Franklin
St.. LIBerty 55B6: India Wharf,
HANcock 1700. (All timet D.S.T.)
STEAMSHIP LINES
College Train
JUNE 28 to AUGUST 4
Price $660
New York - Cleveland - St.
Louis - San Antonio Dude
Ranch - two weeks in Mex-
ico
- Los Angeles - Catalina
Island
- San Francisco -
Grand Canyon - Indian De-
tour - Chicago - New York




We are sure there is noth-












Boston - Brookline - Cambridge-
Arlington and Lynn
at the ticket booth. Green Hall, May
7, 8, 9, and 10, S :40-4 :30 p.m. One
guest ticket at $1.00 is available for
each member of the college and may
be purchased bb follows: Faculty and
administration : Information Bureau
by 4 :30, May 17. Alumnae and for-
mer students: Alumnae Office before
noon May IS. Guest tickets unclaimed
after May 1 will be put on general
sale at the ticket booth. Green Hall,
May 7, 8, 9, 10 from 8 :30-4 :30 p.m.
•Open to the public.
Campus Crier
Mislaid—Hoop with Helen Hibbs '40
written inside was accidentally ox-
changed for another on May Day
morning. Will the girl who now has
Helen Hlbbs" hoop please get In
touch with her in Pomeroy?
Symphony Ticket For Sale — One-half
ticket (12 concerts) for Boston Sym-
phony Saturday night concerts, 1940-
41 season. Elizabeth S. Klrkwood,
Dept of Zoology.




Associated with Cornell University
Opportunity for exceptional
preparation in nursing, a pro-
fession for college women.
For further information address:
DIRECTOR OF THE SCHOOL OF
NURSING
525 East 68th Street
New York City
• Your college degree gives yon
a preferred rating in today's job
market— IF it is backed up with
euperior executive secretarial i r .lin-
ing such as Fairfield School pro-
vides. This thorough business and
technical training is a positive must
for many of the jobs which win col-
lege girls* interest In addition, a
wide variety of electives enables
you to acquire background which
may prove valuable in certain spe-
cialized fields. The effective place-
ment bureau endeavors to match
jobs and girls to the satisfaction of
both! Attractive dormitory, Warren
Hall, is the scene of pleasurable
leisure-time activities. Catalog:
MARJORIE A. LANDON, D/rector
245 Marlborough St., Boston, Mats,
-FAIRFIELD SCHOOL
Are You Clever ?
The HOTEL WELLESLEY
announces a contest for an original name for their
attractive new dining room; open during the tea hour
from 4:00 to 6:00.
Music by Louis Hatch and his Quartet
Beginning Friday, May 10
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Just make your next pack Chesterfields, that's all, and
as quick as you can light up, you'll learn the meaning of real
mildness
... and you will learn this too, Chesterfields are
cooler and definitely better- tasting. You get all of the right
answers to your smoking pleasure with Chesterfields
... the
busiest cigarette in America.
CojTrighi i>». Ixewn ft Mvm Tobacco Cflk THEY SATISFY
